
All eyes today are on the Federal reserve as to how much they’re going to increase
interest rates with expectations of 0.5 to 0.75% and more importantly what the
forward-looking statements will say. The general market expectation is they will
increase interest-rates by 0.5% as a start of a move toward trying to take control
over inflation. However as inflation is now running at 7 to 8% in America, in order
to take control of this the Fed in theory could have to push interest rates over the
coming months up to 5% or 6%. This would have major consequences in equity
markets, fixed-income markets and in currency markets and at the same time
would put pressure on the ECB to also follow suit. However the Feb and other
Central banks also have to contend with the fact that the inflation has been driven
by a range of external factors which could subside over the course of the year.
The supply chain issue which was primarily caused by Covid slowdowns and which
has rumbled on due to China’s approach to managing the pandemic which today
has not controlled its spread but rather has forced key industrial areas to shut
down. Separately the Russian invasion of Ukraine caused a massive spike in Oil
and gas prices which has driven the inflation numbers. With the European
parliament due to vote today on sanctions on all Russian oil this will continue to
support higher inflation prices. Its against this backdrop that the Fed today will
have to walk a difficult line as higher interest rates and inflation will cause wage
inflation and a vicious cycle could commence. So all eyes on the US Fed
announcements at 2pm today. 
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Market Moves

Equities: US markets closed higher overnight with investors focused
on buying previously hit financial stocks. Overall focus however in US
was on todays Feb meeting and statements about the future.
European stock markets are expected to open in a cautious manner
today ahead of the conclusion of the Federal Reserve’s latest policy-
setting meeting, with investors bracing for the biggest interest rate
hike since 2000. The Irish stock market was slightly weaker yesterday
with gains in CRH offset by weakness in Kingspan. The market will be
watching today for numbers due out for Ryanair which are expected
to be relatively positive after a bounce back in post covid travel. There
will be a range of European companies reporting today also
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Fixed income: The yield on the US 10yr Treasury continued to trade
around the 3% level over night. while the shorter end of the curve also
traded higher. The fixed income market is heavily focused towards todays
Fed announcement and what its views are on how to best control the sky
rocketing inflation. Meanwhile in Europe, 10yr yields in Germany and France
have risen to 1.0% (highest since 2015) and 1.5% (highest since 2014) as
investors prepare for the ECB to raise rates in H2. Seperately it is expected
that today the EU Commission will remove Russia's biggest bank Sberbank
and two other banks from the international SWIFT transaction and
messaging system. This will further lock out the Russian financial system 
Commodities: Gold was down on Wednesday morning in Asia as U.S.
Treasury yields rose and the upcoming policy decision from the U.S. Federal
Reserve dented demand for the yellow metal. Gold futures were down
0.27% to $1,865.57. In other precious metals, silver inched down 0.1%, while
platinum was nearly unchanged at $961.62 and palladium edged up 0.2%.
Elsewhere Brent Crude oil has risen $1.46, or 1.4%, to $106.43 a barrel
today amid thin trading volume, with China and Japan closed for holidays
but European expected sanctions pushing prices. 

Currencies: The Dollar is continuing to move slightly higher. The
highest inflation in decades is unraveling whatever policy consensus
there was between the world's major central banks since the Great
Financial Crisis and global markets could buckle under resulting waves
of stress and volatility. A turbo-charged dollar, which often both
reflects and fuels financial market stress, risks a vicious cycle as a
scramble for dollars intensifies. All eyes on the fed today.

Europe's largest airline has announced that its load factor rose above 90% for the
first time  since Covid began. The load factor is a key indicator of the health of the
business. Ryanair flew 14.2 million people in April compared to just 1 million
during lockdown a year ago and 13.5 million in April 2019, the second month in a
row it has carried more passengers than in the corresponding pre-pandemic
period. The airline said it operated over 82,600 flights in April with a 91% load
factor. Previously, the airline has said it is profitable when occupancy reaches
80%. The low cost carrier expects to fly 14% more capacity this summer than in
the same season of 2019, and will carry a record 165 million passengers in the
year to March 2023 up from just under 100 million in the previous year and a pre-
COVID record of 149 million.

Ryanair

Volkswagon
The car manufacture announced that it was maintaining its profit forecast as its
global production network was offsetting any supply chain issues. Sales are
forecast to grow by 8-13% and an operating profit margin of 7 to 8.5% .  
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